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Goldtouch Gel Filled Mousing Platform Black

Brand : Goldtouch Product code: GT6-0017

Product name : Goldtouch Gel Filled Mousing Platform

Gel Filled Mousing Platform

Goldtouch Gel Filled Mousing Platform Black:

The unique design of the Black Goldtouch Gel Filled Mousing Platform allows users to mouse in greater
comfort with less risk of contact stress on the nerves in the lower hand and wrist. When using a standard
or Vertical mouse, the Mousing Platform’s soft gel protects the wrist and hand from otherwise contacting
a harder work surface. When using correct mousing techniques, such as moving with the arm (not
bending the wrists), users can enjoy smoother movement of the mouse on the larger tracking surface.
The gentle slope and curvature of the Mousing Platform help achieve more neutral postures and keep
the mouse on a similar plane to the keyboard.

The Goldtouch Mousing Platform is made of dual textured stress-dispersing gel, with a Lycra cover
providing excellent trackability.
Goldtouch Gel Filled Mousing Platform. Product colour: Black, Surface coloration: Monochromatic, Wrist
rest, Non-slip base

Performance

Surface coloration * Monochromatic
Wrist rest *
Non-slip base
LED backlight

Performance

Product colour * Black
LED indicators
Recommended usage Universal

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
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